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Abstract- An analysis of the transportation systems used in flexible 
manufacturing systems is introduced in the paper. Based on the 
analysis an approach to the modelling and control of an automatic 
guided vehicles system (AGVS) is presented. It is aimed at a 
specifically delimited class of the AGV transportation systems. A 
special group of the colored Petri nets interpreted for control is used 
for the process control specification. A time optimal solution of the 
AGV route planning is proposed.  
 

Index Terms—Discrete event dynamic systems, AGV systems, 
Petri nets, colored Petri nets, optimization. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Processing objects and their transfers between nodes in  

discrete event systems represent important problems of 
the system theory and engineering practice. Their efficient 
solutions need adequate models and control methods. 

Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) are a class of 
discrete event systems where the above-mentioned 
problems are to be often and urgently solved. Automatic 
guided vehicles (AGV) are important transportation 
means in FMS, especially when used for the mass 
production in automobile, aircraft and similar industries. 
There AGV systems represent subsystems consisting of 
vehicles or carts providing the transport of palettes, work-
pieces, fixtures, etc., among machining cells, processing 
centers, robots, measuring devices, buffers, and storages.  
The transport system performance combined with the 
production job scheduling determines the overall 
efficiency of FMS [1]. 

An overall approach to the optimal control of FMS 
includes the following three aspects of analysis and 
design to be mutually dependent: 

1) design of FMS and scheduling of object 
processing (processing is realized by operations); 

2) structuring of the AGV transportation subsystem; 
and 

3) scheduling and routing of AGVs in the 
transportation subsystem. 

Seo and Egbelu [2] treated all three mentioned aspects 
and proposed a global solution method respecting mutual 
relations and influences. A problem in practical 
applications is lack of adequate data required for the 

overall approach and relatively complicated calculations 
impossible to be executed in real-time conditions 
including failures of the system components. 

The consequence and a way out of the described 
difficulties is that designers of FMS proceed rather in 
heuristic ways and they solve the above mentioned 
problems separately and independently. After the FMS 
design suitable for the required product class, they usually 
propose a transportation structure matched and adapted to 
the particular processing requirements. Consequently, the 
transportation flexibility is limited and the optimal 
guiding of AGV is restricted just for certain specific 
production tasks. Operation scheduling is solved 
separately from AGV scheduling. Ling and Weng-Jing [3] 
reported and studied many known modeling and control 
methods of the automatic guided vehicle system (AGVS)  
and showed that a universal method to be applied in any 
practical application had not yet been available and was 
questionable. 

This paper is devoted to the modeling and control of  
AGVS assuming that the transportation system structure 
or configuration is given as well as transportation tasks 
resulting from the operation scheduling or transportation 
tasks appearing spontaneously. The transportation system 
structure should be designed in a specific way as it will be 
described later. 
 The autonomy level of vehicles and their “ability of 
behaving intelligently” can be different. A higher level 
assumes that vehicles have actual information of positions, 
speeds, movement directions, and executed routes about 
other vehicles in the system. Such a system can then be 
understood and work as a multi-agent system. 
Nevertheless, presently a centralized control of the 
transportation systems with fixed tracks and lower 
autonomy is preferably used in practice. In such a case 
vehicles are equipped only with sensors for detecting 
obstacles, embedded process control unit to follow the 
fixed tracks, sensors for detecting vehicle positions, and a 
communication system for the AGV having connection 
with the central control system. Nowadays almost all 
AGV systems used, e. g., in automobile industries belong 
to such a class of transportation systems and their design 
is performed by solving the above mentioned three global 
aspects separately and heuristically. Naturally then, the 
solution to reach the goal depends considerably on the 
specified transportation class and applied optimality 
criterion as shown by, e. g., Taghaboni-Dutta and 
Tanchoco [4]  and Moorthy et al. [5].  
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Given the transportation structure and tasks or jobs, 
the basic problem is to find an optimal path in the sense of 
a criterion for an AGV having to execute an assigned task 
without collisions with other AGVs. There are two main 
criteria used in AGVS:  
     a) minimum task execution time; and  
     b) minimum traveled task distance.  
The first case requires working with time in the control 
policy. An excellent method for this case is the free 
window method proposed by Kim and Tanchoco [6] for a 
class of AGVS. It is based on searching a time optimal 
path for the new actual transportation task in the free 
windows labeled mathematical graph representing an 
actual AGVS transportation situation. The search is 
realized using the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm in  
directed labelled graphs. Paths of the active AGVs are not 
re-planned so that the global time optimal performance is 
not considered. The work [6] motivated other researchers 
further to develop better methods. For example, Maza and 
Castagna [7] solved another serious problem of the 
method described in [6] concerning small robustness of 
the solutions because the routing plan of the system 
thwarts when the routing plan is not kept precisely. It is 
an often encountered situation in practice that the planned 
times are not kept because of the unexpected obstacles in 
the tracks, variations in the vehicle drive parameters, etc. 
A new start after the system break-down can be 
complicated and therefore each system stop can be very 
expensive. The work [7] improved the Kim and 
Tanchoco’s method using two algorithms to deal with the 
situation when the AGV system is subject to random 
contingencies.  
 A main difference between the basic criteria a) and b) 
introduced above is in that AGV waiting somewhere in 
the system does not worsen its behavior according to the 
second criterion. 
 In general, transportation systems can be described as  
discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS). The states are 
given by positions of the used transportation means and 
transitions by passes between positions. Consequently, the 
tools used for modeling and control of DEDS such as 
Petri nets [8-12], Grafcet [13], reactive flow diagrams 
[11], state-charts [14-15], are applicable for the 
transportations systems, as well. Such tools serve firstly 
for the behavior and function specification of the whole 
system including its control and secondly for the 
specification of the control subsystem in a feedback 
structure “controlled system  control system”. The 
models are adapted into the form of so-called 
synchronized models or the models interpreted for control. 
In such form they enable to generate correct reactive 
programs for automatic control in an easy way [16]. This 
is the way we follow in this paper. Solutions presented 
here are based on the transportation system models using 
colored Petri nets. Such models serve for the conflict-free 
process control of the AGV transportation systems and for 

the optimal AGV routing with respect of the chosen 
optimality criteria.  
  

 
2. SPECIFICATION OF TRANSPORTATION  

CONTROL  PROBLEM   
 
 

In what follows the transportation system layout  
with fixed tracks is considered it ws determined in the 
frame of a manufacturing system. It can be realized as a 
rail system, inductive wire guidance system or similar 
[17]. A certain number of AGVs is presumed to operate in 
the considered transportation system. 

The function of AGV systems is to execute various 
transfers of objects between particular positions in the 
given manufacturing system. There are two groups of the 
positions: parking ones and processing ones. The latter 
are those at loading and unloading devices, at production 
stations etc. Let the transfers between the positions be 
denoted as transportation tasks. An AGV system services 
all the required transportation tasks. Hereafter the 
transportation function is solved for manufacturing 
systems. Analogous principles are ascertainable in DEDS 
of different physical or technological nature. 

In the next considerations the tracks are assumed to 
be divided into zones or sections. Such an arrangement 
enables to apply a standard rule of the safety, namely that 
only one vehicle can be in a zone or section. It helps to 
achieve a primary goal of the AGV system – a collision-
free transport operation. 
 It is assumed that a complete transportation system is 
built up of two basic elementary modules. The first 
building module is a switch in the form of single track 
branching as it is depicted in Fig. 1(a) where the switch is 
denoted as SWi. The particular forms and dimensions of  
the switches depend on technological requirements of the 
considered transportation system. The main parameters of 
a switch are lengths of the switch tracks, namely distances 
dSWn1n2 and dSWn1n3 where n1, n2, and n3 are the 
number of the connected plain zones. The second 
elementary building block is a plain zone without any 
branching in form of a straight or a curve line as shown in 
Fig. 1(b). 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Elementary modules of the transportation layout. 
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 Fig. 2. Transportation layout built up of the elementary modules. 
 
 
The sensors Sjjaa and Sjb represent the checking points for 
AGV positions. There are two checking points in each 
zone. The sensors are located in the positions dja and djb 
according to the necessary locations along the processing 
stations. Only one processing station or parking position 
is allowed in one zone. If there is no processing station in 
a zone the sensors are located in safe distance from the 
zone ends with respect to the known length of vehicles 
and their movements in the vicinity of the zone ends. The 
same holds for the sensor locations associated with the 
processing stations. Vehicles can stop only in positions at 
the sensors usually such that a sensor is in the middle of 
the vehicle. Obviously other arrangements could be easily 

 
 
 
adopted. The main dimension parameter for a plain zone 
is its length, e. g., dja, djab, and djb in Fig. 1(b). Each 
switch in the transportation system must be connected just 
to one plain zone. On the other hand the same plain zone 
can be connected at the other side to another switch. A 
plain zone can be connected to another plain zone. Only 
one AGV is allowed to be present in a zone.  The same 
holds for each switch in the system. No AGV stopping is 
permitted in switching areas, i.e. stopping there is an 
abnormal state. 
 Fig. 2 shows a part of a transportation layout arrange-
ment built up of the elementary modules. There are eleven 
switches SW1, SW2,…, SW11 and sixteen plain zones Z1 
through Z16. Z3 is an example of the plain zone 
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connected to the different switches. The connection of 
two plain zones is illustrated by Z5 and Z10. 

As mentioned before some points of the zones 
equipped with sensors are used for the processing stations. 
It is recommended in this design procedure to plan 
detours for processing stations in order to prevent 
obstacles when an AGV is in the zone servicing a 
processing station. The second recommendation is to 
reserve special zones for parking free vehicles. To add for 
such parking zones detours again improves the passage 
ability of the transportation system. 
     The AGV motion can be controlled via switching 
power on/off in the rail tracks or by a communication of 
the control signals to the vehicles through rails or by some 
wireless technique. 
     An important feature of the manufacturing system 
transportation is the direction of the vehicle movements. 
There are two possibilities: 
1) In all zones or in part of them the bi-directional 
movements of the vehicles are allowed; and 
2) in all zones only unidirectional movements are allowed. 

The movement freedom has a decisive influence on 
the behavior of the system and solution of its control.  
Usually the first case is intended to obtain a transportation 
system with more alternative routes and detours while the 
second one has rather specific connections between the 
respective zones with few alternative connections. The 
described diverse transportation arrangements require also 
different and rather distinctive modeling and algorithmic 
approach to the control solution. 

The function of the transportation is, of course, 
subordinated to the work-pieces routings according to the 
required job scheduling in a particular FMS. The 
following functions can be distinguished:  
1)  A job schedule and resulting routes are à priori given 
and they are repeated cyclically in the manufacturing 
process. The transportation task within the manufacturing 
jobs is specified by the transfers from a zone to another. 
The assignments of vehicles to the transfers are fixed; and 
2)  transportation requests are not given in advance. They 
occur spontaneously at the beginning and during the 
manufacturing execution. A vehicle is assigned just for 
one transfer and after its execution the vehicle is free. 

A routing optimization is desirable in both cases.  
One of the most used optimization criteria is minimizing 
the transportation time. As discussed earlier another 
possibility is to minimize the traveling distance and for 
this criterion waiting of AGV in some position during the 
transportation job execution does not worsen the 
transportation result while in the first one it does. In case 
1 the solution more or less can be calculated off-line in 
advance. In case 2 the solution should be calculated 
during the production run. Transportation durations 
and/or processing operation durations influence the 
optimization in both cases. Optimality of the 
transportation tasks should be understood properly. In 

case 2, when a new transportation job occurs it is 
scheduled according to real-time AGV situation. One 
approach is to solve the problem keeping the schedules of 
other AGVs. Much more complicated approach would be 
to search for the solution of the new job with 
simultaneous re-scheduling of the other AGV in order to 
achieve a better result. On the other hand the cyclic 
repetition of a job schedule and its corresponding 
transportation tasks can be realized with the same 
methods as in case 2.  The transportation tasks are applied 
in a given order and their scheduling is each time 
calculated in the real-time situation. Such approach is 
more robust with respect to various disturbances of the 
transport in the system as iit is the case when the whole 
scheduling for all repeated jobs is calculated in advance. 

Finally summarize the specifications valid for the 
method developed in this paper: 

• Given fixed track transportation system; 
• Transportation system is divided into zones where 

only one AGV can be at a time; 
• Two AGV position sensors are located in each 

zone; 
• AGV bidirectional movement; 
• Spontaneous transportation jobs; and  
• Transportation time minimization of the actual   

transportation job to be executed without changing the 
routes of other AGVs. 
  

 
3. PROCESS LEVEL MODEL BASED ON THE 

COLORED PETRI NETS 
 
The AGV transportation process running according 

to the planned routes should be guarded and controlled at 
the process level correctly without collisions and just in 
time. Optimal transport routes are planned collision-free, 
but in reality they can be harmed by disturbances such as 
suddenly appearing obstacles, deviation in the planned 
AGV velocities and other. The necessary control 
functions can be realized at the process level with help of 
a suitable model. If a deviation in a planned route occur, 
the process level control system should initiate re-
planning of the routes according to the actual AGV 
situation. 

Modeling and control at the process level for the 
above specified class of AGV transportation systems is 
based on the colored Petri nets [18]. A modified definition 
of the colored Petri nets is used as follows.  
 
Definition. 

A colored Petri net is the tuple 
 

  ( )IELTLPGCFTPCPN ,,,,,,,,, Σ=              (1) 
 
where  
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P  is a finite set of places 
T  is a finite set of transitions 
Σ  is a finite and non-empty set of the color sets where 

a color set is a set of elements given by defined 
properties  

F  is a relation ( ) ( )PTTPF ×∪×⊆ , ∅=∩TP ; the 
elements ( )tp,  and ( )pt,  are called arcs for 

TtPp ∈∈ ,  
C   is a color function Σ→PC :  
G  is a guard function 

⎪
⎭

⎪
⎬

⎫

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
→

  s  variableexternal of
functions  and markingnet  Petri

containing sexpression logic ofset 
:TG  

LP  is a label function for places, PDPLP →: , where 

PD  is a set of values 
LT  is a label function for transitions  
 TDTLT →: , where TD  is a set of values 
E  is a logic expression function SEFE →:  (set of 

logic expressions) 
0M  is an initial marking  

 
In the definition a marking M  is a function that 

maps the places of CPN  into the elements of the color 
sets corresponding to places according to the function 

( )pC and to the null element NULL ( it is 0 or a tuple of 0) 
so that ( ) ( ) { }NULLpCpM ∪∈ . If ( ) cpM =  then it is 
said that a token with color c  is in p . It is assumed a 
simplification for the purpose of the work reported in this 
paper that tokens in each place form a set and not a 
multiset [16]. Place p  is a pre-place of transition t  if 
( ) Ftp ∈,  and a post-place if ( ) Fpt ∈, . 

An expression given by the mapping E  of an arc 
represents a condition based on the tokens located in the 
pre-place of the considered transition. The expression 
defines an element c  of the color set ( )pC , i.e. ( )pCc ∈ . 
If in a transition’s pre-place p there is no token with color 
c  from the color set ( )pC , then the condition is not 
fulfilled. If conditions for all arcs are fulfilled and the 
guard function is true, the considered transition is enabled. 
Following the general rule for the Petri nets the tokens 
from pre-places are removed; and according to the 
transition-post-place arc expression, the resulting tokens 
are deposited in the post-places. The initial marking states 
what tokens and where are located at the beginning. 

LP  in the definition represents a frame for enabling 
the association of several data values with the places. 
Similarly it is for the labeling LT .  

A basic building module in the form of the colored 
Petri net for the AGV transportation class under study is 
depicted in Fig. 4 for a typical elementary part of the 
  

 
 
Fig. 3. Elementary module of the transportation layout. 
 
transportation system depicted in Fig. 3. The denotation 
of the elements is the same as in Fig. 2. Again Z1, Z2 and 
Z3 are zones or sections where only one AGV is allowed 
to be present. The sensors S1a, S1b, etc. represent the 
checking points for the AGV positions. The sensors are 
located in safe positions d1a, d1b, etc. from the zone ends 
with respect to the known length of vehicles. Vehicles can 
stop in positions at the sensors when a sensor is in the 
middle of the vehicle. As mentioned before their stop 
positions must be safe for the other vehicles moving in the  
neighborhood. The distances d1ab, d2ab etc. are known, 
as well. No AGV stopping is permitted in the switching 
areas.  

Generally bi-directional movements of the AGV are 
assumed, which can be easily restricted to uni-directional 
ones. 

Suppose for illustration that three AGV are 
operating in the system. Variables (v,x), (v,y) are set 
according to the color tokens that are present in the 
considered place. Two dimensional variable (v,x) consists 
of the constant v (color v) and variable { }n,...,2,1x ∈ . (v,y) 
is defined similarly. If no token of the color (v,N) is  
present in the place, the variable (v,x) is for the 
considered arc and place undefined. Similarly it is for 
(c,y). 

The colors (v,1), (v,2), (v,3) and (c,1), (c,2), (c,3) 
correspond to three AGVs, namely No 1, 2, 3, when n=3. 
M(.) is the marking function. Suppose for example that a 
token with color (v,1) and a token with color (c,1) are in  
p1a. The variables x and y in the respective arc expression 
are such that E(p1t, t1a)=((v,1) and (c,1) are defined and  
1=1 then (v,1)). It means that a condition for firing t1a is 
met because in p1a is a token with color (v,1). Namely, 
the arc expression is evaluated with respect to the token 
located in p1a. Another condition for firing t1a is 
represented by the guard function G(t1a). Suppose further 
that w1a-1b=T (truth value) and because M(p1a)={(v,1), 
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(c,1)} and M(p1b)=(0,0) the token with color (v,1) is 
removed from p1a and deposited in p1b. The arc 
expression in this particular case obviously does not 
change the color of the token to be deposited in the post-
place. m1a, m1b etc. are logic variables corresponding to 

signals from the vehicle position sensors. m1a=T if a 
vehicle is present at the sensor S1a and analogously the 
logic variable m1b is true when S1b signals the presence 
of vehicle No 1 at this sensor. An expression LP(p1b) 
associated with p1b is LP(p1b)=MOV(v,N). In this 

t1a 

p1b

ps1_12

ps1_21

ps1_13

ps1_31

p2a p2b 

p3a p3b 

Fig. 4. Colour Petri net for the basic building module. 
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p1a 
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G(t3a) 

G(t3b) 

if  (v,x), (c,y) are defined 
and x=y then (v,x) 
else if (c,y) is defined and (v,x) 
undefined then (c,y)  

val n=3 
color N index d with 1..n 
color A with v | c 
color U=product V*N 
var (v,x): (v,N) 
var (c,y): (c,N) 

All arc expressions are equal 
to the expression 
E(p1a,t1a)=(if  (v,x), (c,y) are defined 
and x=y then (y,x) 
else if (c,y) is defined and (v,x) 
unefined then (c,y)) 
i.e. 
E(p1a, t1a)=E(t1a, p1b)=E(p1b, t1)=  
E(p1b, ts1_12a)=…..=E(t3a,p3b) 

if  (v,x), (c,y) are defined 
and x=y then (v,x) 
else if (c,y) is defined and (v,x) 
undefined then (c,y)  

etc. 

U U

U

U

U
U 

U 
U

U U

1’(v,1)+1’(c,1) 
2 

G(t1a)=(w1a-1b=T) ∧ {[M(p1a)=(v,N) ∧ M(p1b)= 
  (0,0)] ∨ [M(p1a)=(c,N) ∧ m1b=T]} 
G(t1b)=(w1b-1a=T) ∧ {[M(p1b)=(v,N) ∧ M(p1a)= 
  (0,0)] ∨ [M(p1b)=(c,N) ∧ m1a=T]} 
G(ts1_12a)=(w1b-s1_12=T) ∧ {[M(p1b)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(ps1_12)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(p1b)=(c,N) ∧ m2a=T]} 
G(ts1_12b)=(ws1_12-2a=T) ∧ {[M(ps1_12)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(p2a)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(ps1_12)=(c,N) ∧ m2a=T]} 
G(ts1_21a)=(w2a-s1_21=T) ∧ {[M(p2a)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(ps1_21)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(p2a)=(c,N) ∧ m1b=T]} 
G(ts1_21b)=(ws1_21-1b=T) ∧ {[M(ps1_21)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(p1b)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(ps1_21)=(c,N) ∧ m1b=T]} 

G(ts1_13a)=(w1b-s1_13=T) ∧ {[M(p1b)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(ps1_13)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(p1b)=(c,N) ∧ m3a=T]} 
G(ts1_13b)=(ws1_13-3a=T) ∧ {[M(ps1_13)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(p3a)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(ps1_13)=(c,N) ∧ m3a=T]} 
G(ts1_31a)=(w3a-s1_31=T) ∧ {[M(p3a)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(ps1_31)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(p3a)=(c,N) ∧ m1b=T]} 
G(ts1_31b)=(ws1_31-1b=T) ∧ {[M(ps1_31)=(v,N)∧ 
  M(p1b)=(0,0)] ∨ [M(ps1_31)=(c,N) ∧ m1b=T]} 
G(t2a), G(t2b), G(t3a), G(t3b) is created analogously 
as G(t1a).  
 
T means the true value of  logic variables 

Labels of places are LP(p1a), LP(p1b),…. etc.
M(.) is the marking function  

G(ts1_12b)

G(ts1_21a)
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particular case L(p1b)=MOV(v,1). This is a command for 
moving vehicle No 1. The command is released when a 
token with color (v,N) comes in p1b. The direction of the 
movement is evaluated and the required direction for the 
vehicle is chosen. When a token with color (c,1) comes in  
p1b, the situation is analyzed and the vehicle is stopped or 
its movement continues. 
 
 

4. AGV  ROUTE PLANNING 
 
 

The case of the AGV route planning for spontaneous 
transportation tasks occurring during the system operation 
is treated in this section. It covers the case of the fixed 
repeating tasks given in advance, too. 

In the route planning process the minimum execution 
time of the actually planned transportation task or job is 
considered as an optimality criterion. Then obviously, 
time aspects of the AGV movements are decisive ones for 
the AGV route planning. A constant velocity for all 
AGVs in the system is assumed as a basic approach to the 
AGV planning problem. It means for instance that the 
velocity is the same in plain and switch sections. That 
assumption can be easily replaced with one stating that 
velocities are constant but different for respective AGVs 
and even in addition that the velocity is different in plain 
and switch sections. 

It is recommended for a better performance of the 
transportation system that each section located by a 
processing station has a parallel detour. The same 
situation is with the parking sections. Such an 
arrangement is more effective as that when free AGV are 
left in any section. Apropos, the sections reserved for 
parking can be used for maintenance, accumulator 
charging, cleaning etc. 

The transport layout built up according to rules 
suggested in Section 2 can be represented by an oriented 
labeled mathematical graph. Let it be called the structure 
graph. The graph nodes correspond to the sensor locations 
and form the set 

 
{ }nbnaaaba SSSSSSND ,,...,,,, 2211=   (1) 

 
where 
 

∅=∩
∅=∩
∅=∩

∪∪=

32

31

21

321

,
,

,

NN
NN
NN

NNNND

 

 
1N , 2N , and 3N are subsets containing the parking AGV 

locations, processing station locations, and the rest 

ordinary nodes, respectively. Nodes ba SS 11  and  are a pair 
belonging to one zone, similarly ba SS 22 ,  up to nbna SS , . 
Such pairs are called the zone pairs. The required th−ρ  
transportation task, ,...2,1=ρ , input into the system by an 
operator can be formally described as 

 
NDSSSST kjkjT ∈→ ,,:)(ρ  2, NSS kj ∈  (2) 

 
If possible, the planning and control system (PCS) 
processes immediately a new task. If the system is busy, 
the task is placed into the FIFO organized queue and 
processed later.  

When the processing starts, a new task given by the 
expression (2) is transformed into three consecutive tasks. 
The first one is a free AGV call (assuming any is 
realizable under given conditions in the current 
circumstances) from a parking section such that it is 
performed optimally  
 

1,:)( NSSST ijiP ∈→ρ     (3) 
 
It is done by evaluating all free AGVs  beginning with the 
closest parking AGV and  searching for the optimum. 

The second one is 
 

2,,:)( NSSSST kjkjT ∈→ρ   (4) 
 
The task )(ρTT  is to be realized with the same AGV as 
the )(ρPT after the AGV loading. The ( )ρTT  planning  
starts after the ready signal given by the operator of the 
processing station. 

The third one is 
 

( ) 1,: NSSST llkE ∈→ρ    (5) 
 

Planning of the )(ρET  starts after the AGV 
unloading and releasing a ready signal from the station 
corresponding to node kS  by the operator. PCS searches 
the optimal way with respect to time for all above defined 
tasks to be executed while avoiding the AGV collisions. 
When a route for some task is found and started the PCS 
picks up the next task waiting in the queue.  The arcs of 
the structure graph are labeled with the values of times 
needed for transfers of the AGVs from one sensor 
location to the next one in the transportation system. Each 
node has a feedback arc going back to the same node. The 
arc is labeled with value one time unit. An AGV waiting 
in the node is represented by the oriented path following 
repeatedly the feedback arc. For instance, a string 
(directed labeled path) aaaaa SSSSS 22222=σ  means the 
stay of the AGV in the node aS2  for four time units.  
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The planning process is organized so that the 
optimal routes and next worse case routes up to the 
number R among all nodes of the subset 2N  are 
calculated in advance off-line and stored in the relevant 
tables. It improves the speed of the planning process in 
the real-time circumstances. If after the R steps of testing 
no route can be found, the task is put off to wait in the 
queue.  

A route is given as a string of nodes to be crossed 
beginning in the starting node of the task and ending in 
the goal node of the task. For the tasks given before we 
have 

 
jiii SSSSROUTEP ...)( 21=ρ ,   NDSS ii ∈,..., 21  (6) 

 
kjjj SSSSROUTET ...)( 21=ρ , NDSS jj ∈,..., 21  (7) 

 
lkkk SSSSROUTEE ...)( 21=ρ , NDSS kk ∈,..., 21  (8) 

 
The AGV arrival times corresponding to the routes (6) 
through (8) are  
 

jiiTIMEP τττρ ...)( 21= ,     +∈ Ijii τττ ,...,, 21  (9) 
 

kjjTIMET τττρ ...)( 21= ,    +∈ Ikjj τττ ,...,, 21  (10) 
 

lkkTIMEE τττρ ...)( 21= ,     +∈ Ilkk τττ ,...,, 21  (11) 
 
The time values are given as the positive integers 
meaning the number of the properly chosen time units 
with respect to dynamical properties of the transportation 
system. The times 111 ,, kji τττ  can respect the AGV 
acceleration.  Purposefully more time points can reflect 
the acceleration. 

For a required task the optimal route is chosen and 
in the actual transport situation a checking procedure 
should be activated to check whether the route is 
realizable. If answer is no the next best route is to be 
checked etc. up to the R steps, where the number R is 
rationally chosen. The first realizable route passing 
through the check is approved and put into execution. If 
no realizable route is found in the R steps, the task is put 
into the waiting queue. 

If an AGV reaches its goal location and rests there 
for loading/unloading or for parking, the location is 
occupied. The set of the current occupied locations is 
denoted  

 
{ } NDSSSSSSOC OCoooOCooo ∈= ,...,,,,...,, 2121  (12) 

 
The optimal route search can be formulated as 

follows. For the set ND given by the expression (1) a task 

 
( ) kjT SST →=1ρ     (13) 

 
is required. For that task, the route 
 

( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ    (14) 
 
is found as the best in the actual transport situation. To 
(13) corresponds 
 

kjjTIMET τττρ ...)( 211 =    (15) 
 
The time string (15) is compared and checked on 
realizeability with all time strings of all other routes or to 
be more precise with the rest of the routes to be executed 
from the current time denoted by nowt , i. e. with 
 

( )xTIMET  , { }032 ,...,, ax ρρρ∈   (16) 
 
If ( )1ρROUTET  is not realizeable, it is cancelled and the 
next best route from jS  to kS  is taken and subjected to 
the same checking procedure. 

Assume further that  
 

( ) vwT SST →=2ρ     (17) 
 

vwww SSSSROUTET ...)( 212 =ρ   (18) 
 

vwwTIMET ϕϕϕρ ...)( 212 =    (19) 
 
In (19) the time points are denoted by ϕ to stress the 
different time values for the different tasks. If (18) is in 
the run we have rather to do with the part rest route 
 

( ) vuu SSSPROUTET ...212 =ρ    (20) 
 
and  
 

vuuPTIMET ϕϕϕρ ...)( 212 =    (21) 
 
which is the string (18) without a string prefix, i.e., 
without the string part executed before the current time 

nowt . The checking case just before starting (18) can be 
considered with wu =1  in (20). 

The checking algorithm is described on the case 
specified by the expressions (16) to (21) for 2ρ=x . 

 

1. If any node of the oriented path ( )1ρROUTET  is 
from the set OC then the path is unacceptable. 
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2. Find common sections or parts (subsequencies) 
sCSCS ,...,1 of the oriented paths kjjj SSSS ...21  and 

vuu SSS ...21  so that 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]2,11,1,2,11,1,1 ...... bububuajajaj SSSSSSCS ++ ==  

meaning the same orientation of the paths 

or  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]1,12,2,2,11,1,1 ...... bububuajajaj SSSSSSCS −+ ==  

meaning the opposite orientation of the paths, 

where indices [ ]( )1, aj  and [ ]( )2, aj  present the first and  
last elements, respectively of the first common 
subsequence for the transport task from location jS  to  

kS  and similarly for the first common subseqence of  the 
compared route from wS  to vS , etc., so that 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]4,13,3,4,13,3,2 ...... bububuajajaj SSSSSSCS ++ ==  

or 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]3,14,4,4,13,3,2 ...... bububuajajaj SSSSSSCS −+ ==  

…………………………………………………… 

[ ] [ ] ( )[ ] [ ] ( )[ ]ibuibuiajiajiaji SSSSSCS 2,)12(,2,1)12(,)12(, ...... −+−− ==
         or 

[ ] [ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]12,

12,2,2,1)12(,)12(,

....

......

−

−+−− ==

ibu

ibuibuiajiajiaji

S

SSSSSCS

 

…………………………………………………… 

[ ] [ ] ( )[ ] [ ] ( )[ ]sbusbusajsajsajs SSSSSCS 2,)12(,2,1)12(,)12(, ...... −+−− ==
 

or 

[ ] [ ] ( )[ ]

[ ] ( )[ ]12,)2(,

2,1)12(,)12(,

...

...

−

+−− ==

sbusbu

sajsajsajs

SS

SSSCS
  (22) 

 

We can see that at least two elements must be in each 
common subsequence.     
   

3. For all si ,...,2,1=  check the following conditions: 

3.1. If  iCS  is a common part of the same 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS ≠2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS ≠2,   

and 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

〈

〈

〈

〉

〉

〉

−+

+−+−

−+−

+−

+−+−

+−−

12,12,

212,412,

12,212,

12,12,

412,212,

212,12,

.....................................

or

....................................

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

ϕτ

ϕτ

ϕτ

ϕτ

ϕτ

ϕτ

 

 

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

 

3.2. If  iCS  is a common part (subsequence) of the 
same orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS =2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS ≠2,   

and ( )[ ] ( )[ ] 112,12, , +−− iajiaj SS  is the zone pair 

and 

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

and

  toup etc.
....................................

2,

412,212,

212,12,

iaj

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

τ

ϕτ

ϕτ

+−+−

+−−

〉

〉

 

( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

〉

〉

≠

+

−

+

+

−

12,2,

12,

2,

22,2,

12,

12,

2,

  and         

 toopair, that ofelement  is  and         

pair  zone a ofelement an  is   if      
or       

 and          
 and          

pair  that ofelement an not  is  and          

pair  zone a ofelement an  is    if     

     

ibuiaj

iaj

iaj

ibuiaj

vibu

iaj

iaj

S

S

SS

S

S

ϕτ

ϕτ
 

 

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

If  iCS  is a common part (subsequence) of the same 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS =2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS ≠2,   
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and ( )[ ] ( )[ ] 112,12, , +−− iajiaj SS  is not the zone pair 

and  

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

and

  toup
....................................

2iaj,

312,212,

112,12,

τ

ϕτ

ϕτ

+−+−

+−−

〉

〉

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

 

( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

〉

〉

≠

+

−

+

+

−

12,2,

12,

2,

22,2,

12,

12,

2,

  and         

 toopair, that ofelement an  is  and         

pair  zone a ofelement an  is   if      
or       

 and          
 and          

pair  that ofelement an not  is  and          

pair  zone a ofelement an  is    if      

     

ibuiaj

iaj

iaj

ibuiaj

vibu

iaj

iaj

S

S

SS

S

S

ϕτ

ϕτ

 

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

3.3. If  iCS  is a common part (subsequence) of the 
same orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS ≠2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS =2,   

and ( )[ ] ( )[ ] 112,12, , +−− iajiaj SS  is the zone pair 

and 

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

and

  toup etc.
....................................

2,

212,412,

12,212,

iaj

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

τ

ϕτ

ϕτ

+−+−

−+−

〈

〈

 

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

〈

≠

〈

+

+

+

+

+

ibuiaj

kiaj

iajiaj

ibuiaj

iajiaj

SS

SS

SS

2,22,

12,

12,2,

2,12,

12,2,

  and         

    and         

pair zone a is   , if      
or       

 and          

pair  zone anot  is   ,  if      

     

ϕτ

ϕτ

 

 

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. (Note: if  ( )[ ] kiaj SS =+12,  in the last variant it 
is unacceptable.) 

If  iCS  is a common part (subsequence) of the same 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS ≠2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS =2,   

and ( )[ ] ( )[ ] 112,12, , +−− iajiaj SS  is not the zone pair 

and  

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

and

  toup
....................................

2iaj,

212,312,

12,112,

τ

ϕτ

ϕτ

+−+−

−+−

〈

〈

ibuiaj

ibuiaj

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ]

( )[ ]

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

〈

≠

〈

+

+

+

+

+

ibuiaj

kiaj

iajiaj

ibuiaj

iajiaj

SS

SS

SS

2,22,

12,

12,2,

2,12,

12,2,

  and         

    and         

pair zone a is   , if      
or       

 and          

pair  zone anot  is   ,  if      

     

ϕτ

ϕτ

 

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

 

(Remark: the case ( )[ ] kiaj SS =2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS =2,  is 
excluded; in this case ( )1ρROUTET  is unacceptable). 

4. For all si ,...,2,1=  check the following. 

4.1. If  iCS  is a common part of the opposite 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS ≠2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS ≠2,   

and  

( )[ ] ( )[ ] 12,12, +− 〉 ibuiaj ϕτ  

or 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]12,12, −+ 〈 ibuiaj ϕτ  

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

4.2. If  iCS  is a common part of the opposite 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS =2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS ≠2,   

and 

( )[ ] ( )[ ] 12,12, +− 〉 ibuiaj ϕτ  
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then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

4.3. If  iCS  is a common part of the opposite 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS ≠2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS =2,   

and 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]12,12, −+ 〈 ibuiaj ϕτ  

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is acceptable, else 
unacceptable. 

4.4. If  iCS  is a common part of the opposite 
orientation and ( )[ ] kiaj SS =2,  and ( )[ ] vibu SS =2,   

then ( ) kjjj SSSSROUTET ...211 =ρ  is unacceptable (head-
on conflict). 

 

5. CALCULATION OF THE BEST ROUTES 
 
 

Algorithmically elaborated AGV route planning just 
introduced is based on the knowledge of the possible 
routes ordered from the best with respect to its minimum 
duration for the task to be executed. This problem can be 
solved in the way described below. 

As mentioned earlier a transportation layout can be 
modeled by a directed labeled graph. The graph labels 
represent the numbers of the time units required for 
passing from one system location to another. The labels 
are obviously positive integers. The incidence matrix 
corresponding to the graph has the rows and the columns 
associated with the graph nodes. Let the arc orientation is 
from the row to the column nodes. Zero value of a matrix 
entry means that there is no arc from the relevant row 
node to the column node. The matrix diagonal has value 1 
for all entries meaning that each node is provided with a 
feedback loop labeled with 1.  The loops represent AGVs 
waiting in the location corresponding to the relevant 
graph node. One transition along the loop means in fact 
waiting one time unit etc. Repeating of the transition k 
times represents waiting in that location k time units. The 
system control has to ensure stop and waiting in a node by 
repeating the same node in the realized AGV route. 

For the sake of simplicity we omit in the next 
considerations splitting of nodes into zone pairs (cf. the 
expression (1)) and then we have the following incidence 
matrix corresponding to the structure graph 

 

[ ]

[ ]

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

=

1.......
..........
..........
..........

......
..........
..........
..........

......1

......1

.

.

.

.

.

.

......

21

21

2221

1112

2

1

21

nn

inijii

nj

nj

n

i

nj

ww

wwww

www
www

S

S

S
S

G

SSSS

       

        (22) 

 

where the structure graph nodes are denoted as  

 

{ }nSSSND ,...,, 21=       (23) 

 

and   njniwijj ,...,2,1 and;,...,2,1; == ,  are  non-negative 

integers. Some transportation system locations serve for 
parking (in (22) denoted by the brackets “ ”) and some 
for processing stations (denoted in (22) by “ [ ] ”). The 
transportation tasks are specified and searched for 
transfers from parking locations to processing ones, 
between processing locations themselves, and from 
processing locations to parking ones.  

For instance, consider searching the routes for 
( ) jiT SST →=α .  The algorithm for finding the limited 

number NS of routes ordered according to the transport 
time is as follows. Symbol o denotes a concatenation of 
strings. 

Step 1. Given iS  as starting and jS  as goal nodes, 
respectively. 

Given the positive integer L – the maximum number of 
arcs in the paths and the positive number NS – the 
maximum number of routes. 

Specify the sets  

( ){ }
{ }

{ }LnLLLL

nn

n

TTTH

TTTH
TTTH

)1(21

)1)(1(222212

1112111

,...,,
..................................................

,...,,
,...,,

−

−−

−

=

=

=
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where LnLTTT )1(21 ,....,, −  are strings of the graph nodes and 
set  

,........, )1(21)1(1131211 ε======== −− LnLni TTTTTST  
ε is the empty string. 

Specify the sets 

{ }
{ }

{ }LnLLLL

nn

n

dddD

dddD

dddD

)1(21

)1)(1(222212

)1(112111

,...,,
....................................................

,...,,

,...,,

−

−−

−

=

=

=

 

where elements of the sets are non-negative integers given 
as the sums of the path weights corresponding one-by-one 
to the elements (strings) of the sets LHHH ,...,, 21 and set 

0.............. )1(21)1(11211 ======= −− lnLn ddddd  
Specify the set of the node strings 

{ }NSij UUUF ,...,, 21=  
where ε=== NSUUU ....21  
and the set of the weight sums corresponding to the 
strings of the set ijF   

{ }
0...

,...,,

21

21

====

=

NS

NSij

zzz

zzzZ
 

Indices ji  and  in the sets ijF  and ijZ  stress the 
correspondence with route ji SS → . 
Step 2.  Set  1:;0:;0:;0: ==== Auvs  
Step 3.  Set 1: += ss  
Step 4.  If  1+== Ls  
      then goto Step E 
 endif 
Step 5. Set 0:=r  
Step 6. Set 1: += rr  
Step 7. If  1+== Ar  
                    then  uA =:  
  0:=u  
  order the strings of the sets sH , sD ac- 
                             cording to the increasing values of the 
                             corresponding set sD from minimum 
  goto Step 3 
 endif 
Step 8.  Set srTLE  string  theofelement last   the:=  
Step 9.  If  ε==LE  
       then  goto Step5 
   Step 9.1.  Set  0:=p   
   Step 9.2.  Set  1: += pp  
   Step 9.3.  If    1+== np  
             then  goto Step 6 
             else if  0, ≠pLEw  

             then if jp SS ≠  
            then 1: += uu  
      psrus STT o=+ :,1  
      pLEsrus wdd ,,1 : +=+  
             else 1: += vv  
       if NSv ==  
         then goto E 
                                                               else psrv STU o=:  

                      pLEsrv wdz ,: +=  
        endif 
  endif 
 else goto Step 9.2 
 endif 
                   endif 
Step E.  Order the elements ijF , ijZ according to the 

values of the set ijZ  beginning from the 
minimum value. 

              END. 
 

The values of L and NS are to be established in a 
heuristic way according to the dimension and of the 
transportation system, simulation of the behavior and 
experience. 

If by the execution of a route a collision occurs and 
process control realizes an exceptional stop of an AGV, 
re-planning should be done with respect to the actual 
situation. 

 
6.  CONCLUSION 

 
The AGV modeling and control problems in flexible 

manufacturing systems are introduced in this paper. An 
applicable approach realizable in practice is described 
including the time optimal solution that is executable in 
the real-time circumstances of many manufacturing 
systems. 
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